and it led to a number of papers studying the interpolation properties of parameters of spanning trees of a given graph. In 13], the various known interpolation results are examined and classi ed on the basis of the proof techniques used in establishing them. Motivated by results of the papers 2], 13] and 15], we investigate interpolation properties of domination related parameters of a graph. For the sake of completeness we give a few de nitions here. For a connected graph G, let T (G) be the set of all spanning trees of G. Let T be a spanning tree of G and let e be an edge of G which is not in T. If f is an edge which belongs to the unique cycle of T + e, then T + e ? f is a spanning tree of G and the transformation of T into T + e ? f is called a simple edge-exchange. If e and f are adjacent edges of G, then the transformation of T into T + e ? f is called an adjacent edge-exchange. An adjacent edge-exchange of T into T + e ? f is called an end edge-exchange if e and f are incident with a common end vertex of T (and then also of T + e ?f). It is well known that any spanning tree T 2 T (G) can be transformed into any other spanning tree T 2 T (G) by a sequence of adjacent edge-exchanges. Lov asz 19, p. 269] and Harary, Mokken and Plantholt 12] have proved that if G is a 2-connected graph, then any T 2 T (G) can be transformed into any other T 2 T (G) by a sequence of end edge-exchanges.
An integer-valued graph function is said to interpolate over (the spanning trees of) a connected graph G if the set (T (G)) = f (T ) : T 2 T (G)g consists of consecutive integers, i.e. (T (G)) is an integer interval. We shall call an interpolating function if interpolates over each connected graph.
The interpolating character of di erent graph parameters was investigated in a number of papers: the number of end vertices in 1, 2, 18, 22], diameter in 12], covering numbers in 14, 16] , domination and independence numbers in 11, 13, 15, 23] , to quote a few. In this paper we establish interpolating theorems for various 1 types of independence, domination and irredundance numbers of a graph. We also give a coherent and simpli ed exposition of earlier results. In addition we present several related open questions.
Proving that the number of end vertices in a graph is an interpolating function, Lin 18] observed that it is a consequence of the fact that the number of end vertices interpolates over every unicyclic graph; a unicyclic graph is a connected graph having exactly one cycle. Our rst theorem, which is an important tool in this paper, generalizes that observation and it indicates that unicyclic graphs play a signi cant role when we investigate the interpolation character of integer-valued functions. Proof. The necessity of the condition is clear. To prove the su ciency, assume that interpolates over every unicyclic graph. Let G be any connected graph. It su ces to show that (T (G)) is an integer interval. Let m and M be the smallest and largest integer of (T (G)), respectively. Let T 0 ; T 2 T (G) be such that (T 0 ) = m and (T ) = M, and let T 0 ; T 1 ; : : : ; T n = T be a sequence of adjacent edge-exchanges transforming T 0 into T . For i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1, let e i and f i be the edges of G such that T i+1 = T i +e i ?f i . Since T i +e i is a unicyclic graph, according to our hypothesis (T (T i + e i )) is an integer interval, 0 i n ? 1. Moreover, since T i and T i+1 both belong to T (T i + e i ), the integer intervals (T (T i + e i )) and (T (T i+1 + e i+1 )) share a common element (T i+1 ) and therefore their union is an integer interval. Consequently, the union S n?1 i=0 (T (T i + e i )) is an integer interval. 2. Independence, domination and irredundance numbers of a graph. The line graph of a graph G is the graph L(G) with V (L(G)) = E(G) in which two vertices are adjacent if they are adjacent edges of G. The total graph of G is the graph T(G) with V (T (G)) = V (G) E(G) in which two vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if either x and y are adjacent vertices of G, or x and y are adjacent edges of G, or x and y are an incident vertex and edge of G. The subdivision graph of G is the graph S(G) with V (S(G)) = V (G) E(G) and two vertices x and y are adjacent in S(G) if they are an incident vertex and edge of G. If x and y are two elements of a graph G, i.e. x; y 2 V (G) E(G) with x 6 = y, then the distance d G (x; y) between x and y is the number of edges in any shortest path that contains both x and y in the total graph T(G); if no such path exists, the distance d G (x; y) is de ned to be 1. Moreover, for x 2 V (G) E(G) and a non-empty subset X V (G) , respectively. In this section we consider vertex, edge and mixed (here called total) versions of independent, dominating and irredundant sets in a graph. More precisely, a subset I of V (G) (E(G), V (G) E(G), resp.) is said to be vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-independent (shortly VDkI (EDkI, TDkI, resp.)) in G if N k
resp.) is said to be vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-dominating (shortly VDkD (EDkD, TDkD, resp.)
) is said to be vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-irredundant (shortly VDkIr (EDkIr, TDkIr, resp.)) in G if I k G x; X] 6 = ; (I k L(G) x; X] 6 = ;, I k T(G) x; X] 6 = ;, resp.) for every x 2 X. A vertex distance 1-independent (1-dominating, 1-irredundant, resp.) set in a graph G is shortly said to be independent (dominating, irredundant, resp.) in G. The lower vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-independence number i k (G) (i 0 k (G), i 00 k (G), resp.) of a graph G is de ned to be the cardinality of a minimum maximal VDkI (EDkI, TDkI, resp.) set of G. The upper vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-independence number k (G) ( 0 k (G), 00 k (G), resp.) of G is the cardinality of a maximum VDkI (EDkI, TDkI, resp.) set of G. The lower vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-domination number k (G) ( 0 k (G), 00 k (G), resp.) of G is the cardinality of a minimum VDkD (EDkD, TDkD, resp.) set of G. The upper vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-domination number ? k (G) (? 0 k (G), ? 00 k (G), resp.) of G is the cardinality of a maximum minimal VDkD (EDkD, TDkD, resp.) set of G. The lower vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-irredundance number ir k (G) (ir 0 k (G), ir 00 k (G), resp.) of G is the cardinality of a minimum maximal VDkIr (EDkIr, TDkIr, resp.) set of G. The upper vertex (edge, total, resp.) distance k-irredundance number IR k (G) (IR 0 k (G), IR 00 k (G), resp.) of G is the cardinality of a maximum VDkIr (EDkIr, TDkIr, resp.) set of G. It is clear from the above de nitions that if k is one of the six vertex parameters ir k , k , i k , k , ? k , IR k and if 0 k and 00 k are respectively the edge and total versions of the parameter k , then for any graph G,
It is also easy to observe that a set S of vertices of a graph G is a VDkI (VDkD, VDkIr, resp.) set of G if and only if S is a VD1I (VD1D, VD1Ir, resp.) set of G k . Consequently, for any graph G, 
Now it is clear from (1) { (3) that for any graph G, as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, the sets E 0 = fe 2 E : d G (e; E ? feg) kg, E v = fe 2 E 0 : d G (e; v) < d G (e; u)g and E u = ff 2 E 0 : d G (f; u) < d G (f; v)g are non-empty, E v and E u form a partition of E 0 , jE v j = 1 or jE u j = 1, and E ? E v (E ? E u , resp.) is an EDkI set of G if jE v j = 1 (jE u j = 1, resp.). Observe that uw 6 2 E; otherwise necessarily E u = fuwg and then E ? fuwg would be an EDkI set of (G and of) G?uw which is impossible as jE ?fuwgj = a > 0 k (G?uw). But then, if jE v j = 1 (jE u j = 1, resp.), the set E 0 = E ?E v (E 0 = E ?E u , resp.) is EDkI in (G and in) G ? uw and therefore 0 k (G ? uw) jE 0 j = a > a ? 1 10 (G) of a graph G (without isolated vertices) is the minimum cardinality of an edge-vertex cover in G.
For any graph G we have 01 (G) + 1 (G) = jV (G)j and Gallai has proved that if G is a graph without isolated vertices, then 10 . We now give a short and self-contained proof of the fact that each of the three lower distance k-domination numbers k , 0 k and 00 k is an interpolating function. We begin with the lemma which describes how k , 0 k and 00 k vary as we delete an edge from a graph.
Lemma 2.7. For any positive integer k and any edge vu of a graph G, (1) In a quite similar way as in the proof of (2), we obtain that if D is a minimum Proof. The interpolating character of k follows from Lemma 2.7 (1) and Corollary
(1).
We now prove that 00 k is an interpolating function, the proof for 0 k is similar and we omit it. By Theorem 1.1, it su ces to show that 00 k interpolates over every unicyclic graph. Therefore, suppose that G is a unicyclic graph with 00 k (G) = a and let C be the unique cycle of G. Because of Lemma 2.7 (3), the set 00 k (T (G)) is a subset of fa?1; a; a+1g and therefore the proof that 00 We now turn our attention to interpolation properties of the lower distance kindependence numbers i k , i 0 k and i 00 k . One can verify that if T is a spanning tree of the unicyclic graph G k given in Fig. 1 , then i k (T ) = 2 if T = G ? x 0 x k+1 , while i k (T ) = 4 for every other spanning tree T of G. Thus, i k (T (G k )) = f2; 4g Proof. We prove that i 2 interpolates over every 2-connected graph, the proof for i 1 is similar. Assume G is a 2-connected graph and let m and M be respectively the smallest and largest integer of i 2 
Proof. Let G be a 2-connected graph. As in the proofs of Theorems 2.9 and 2.11, it is enough to show that i 00 1 (S) i 00 1 (R) + 1 and i 00 2 (S) i 00 2 (R) + 1 for every end edge-exchange of a spanning tree R into a spanning tree S = R ? vu + uw of G, where u is an end vertex of R and of S. Since the two cases are analogous, we shall prove the inequality i 00 2 (S) i 00 2 (R) + 1 as an example. Let J be a minimum maximal TD2I set of R. We consider three subcases. 3. Domination variants. This section is devoted to establishing the interpo-lating character of next variants of domination parameters. We begin with the n-domination and n-dependence numbers of a graph introduced by Fink and Jacobson 10]. Let n be a positive integer. An n-dominating set of a graph G is a subset D of V (G) such that jN G (v) \ Dj n for every v 2 V (G) ? D. The n-domination number of G, denoted by (n) (G), is the minimum cardinality of an n-dominating set of G. An n-depending set of a graph G is a set I V (G) such that jN G (v)\Ij < n for every v 2 I. The n-dependence number of G, denoted by (n) (G), is the maximum cardinality of an n-depending set of G. Certainly, (1) (G) = 1 (G) and (1) (G) = 1 (G). We now show that (n) and (n) are interpolating functions.
Lemma 3.1. For any positive integer any edge vu of a graph G, (1) (n) (G) (n) (G ? vu) (n) (G) + 1; (2) (n) (G) (n) (G ? vu) (n) (G) + 1. Proof. (1) Since every n-depending set of G is n-depending in G ? vu, we have (n) (G) (n) (G ? vu).
On the other hand, if J is a maximum n-depending set of G?vu, then it is easy to observe that at least one of the sets J, J ? fvg or J ? fug is n-depending in G and so (n) (G) jJj ? 1 = (n) (G ? vu) ? 1.
(2) Since every n-dominating set of G?vu is also n-dominating in G, we obtain (n) (G ? vu) (n) (G).
To prove the last inequality, let D be a minimum n-dominating set of G. Proof. Let S be a minimum global dominating set of G. If S is dominating in G ? vu, then S is also a global dominating set of G ? vu and g (G ? vu) jSj g (G) + 1. If S is not a dominating set of G ? vu, then jS \ fv; ugj = 1, say v 2 S while u 2 V (G) ? S. But now S fug is a global dominating set of G ? vu, so g (G ? vu) jS fugj g (G) + 1.
In order to prove the remaining inequality, let R be a minimum global domi- A set D of vertices in a graph G is a total dominating set if each vertex of G is adjacent to a vertex in D. Total dominating sets were rst de ned and studied by Cockayne, Dawes and Hedetniemi 6]. The cardinality of a minimum total dominating set in a graph G is called the total domination number of G and is denoted by t (G). This parameter is only de ned for graphs without isolated vertices. The total domination number is not an interpolating function. This follows from the counter-example shown in Fig. 3 , in which the unicyclic graph G has only two nonisomorphic spanning trees T 1 and T 2 with t (T 1 ) = 4 and t (T 2 ) = 6; the solid vertices of each tree indicate a minimum total dominating set in this tree. For 2-connected graphs we have the following theorem. Proof. Let G be a 2-connected graph. As in the proof of Theorem 2.9, it is enough to show that t (T ) t (T ) + 1 for every end edge-exchange of a spanning tree T into a spanning tree T 0 = T ? vu + uw of G, where u is an end vertex of T and of T 0 . To show this, let D be any minimum total dominating set of T. Since T 6 = K 2 , we may assume that u 6 2 D; otherwise it follows from the minimality of D that N T v] \ D = fv; ug and then for any x 2 N T (v) ? fug, (D ? fug) fxg is a minimum total dominating set of T with the desired property. It is now easy to observe that D fwg is a total dominating set in T 0 . Thus, t (T 0 ) jD fwgj t (T )+1. 2 G T 1 T 2 Fig. 3 4. Conclusion. Theorem 1.1 gives a necessary and su cient condition for a graphical invariant to be an interpolating function with respect to the family of spanning trees of a graph. It would be interesting to have a counterpart of that theorem for interpolation problems with respect to other families of subgraphs of a graph, see 1, 2, 13] for examples of such families. In Section 2 we have investigated the interpolating character of distance k-independence, k-domination and k-irredundance numbers. Because some questions which arose from our investigation remain unanswered, we pose questions: Do i k (k 3), i 0 k (k 3) and i 00 k (k 3) interpolate over every 2-connected graph?
Do ir k , ir 0 k and ir 00 k interpolate over every (2-connected) graph? We do not have answers to these questions, but feel they are worth investigating.
